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Thi pot i  oung ae, enior Reearch and Polic Analt, tanford Center for Opportunit Polic in ducation, and Kari Kokka, Reearch
Aociate, tanford Center for Aement, Learning, and quit.
Reearch ha hown that tudent engagement i trongl related to performance on aement tak, epeciall for nglih language learner
and tudent from hitoricall undererved ackground. Increaing tudent engagement, however, ha not een the goal of tandardized tet
of content knowledge. In the traditional aement paradigm, engagement ha een overhadowed  a focu on equit, pecificall, iue of
ia and acceiilit. A common tactic ued to avoid ia ha een to create highl decontextualized item. Ultimatel, thi ha come at the
cot of decreaing tudent' opportunitie to create meaning in the tak a well a their motivation to cognitivel invet in the tak and, thu,
undermine their ailit to adequatel demontrate what the know and are ale to do.
Recent tate and federal policie, however, are changing the aement landcape. For example, the adoption of the Common Core tate
tandard ha purred a renewed interet in the development of more alanced aement that are deigned to meaure higher-order
thinking kill and upport deeper learning. More alanced aement include performance-aed tak that tap into tudent' higher-order
thinking kill and require tudent to perform, create, and demontrate their knowledge, kill, and ailitie.
In addition, the new ver tudent ucceed Act (A) include aement proviion that ma offer opportunitie to increae tudent
engagement in large-cale aement. It pecifie that tate and local aement hould include "meaure that ae higher-order
thinking kill and undertanding, which ma include meaure of tudent academic growth and ma e partiall delivered in the form of
portfolio, project, or extended performance tak." Aement that tap into tudent' higher-order thinking kill, uch a performanceaed tak, can upport the development of tudent' deeper undertanding of content and increae tudent engagement in learning. Thu,
the changing tate and federal landcape offer a ripe opportunit to develop performance-aed aement that allow tudent to
demontrate deeper learning competencie (e.g., evaluation, nthei, anali, application, and communication kill), and enhance tudent
engagement in thoe tak.
ut can thi e done? Can aement e deigned with engagement conideration in mind? And for that matter, do tudent and teacher,
who are the end uer of aement, even value the ue of engaging aement? We recentl took up thi challenge  conducting a
tud that examined how tudent and teacher conceptualize and recognize engagement concept in performance-aed tak. We found
that tudent and teacher do identif and value engagement concept and elieve that aement that incorporate thoe concept are
more engaging and motivate tudent to demontrate their knowledge and kill to their fullet ailitie. aed on our finding, we offer the
following recommendation to educator and aement developer for wa to increae tudent engagement in performance-aed
aement.
Recommendation 1: Increae tak relevance for tudent  making connection to tudent' lived experience and interet or through
peronalization. The tak hould create a "need to know" for tudent and give them a reaon for doing the tak.
Recommendation 2: Create authentic tak for tudent that emphaize real-world connection and require tudent to olve real-world
prolem. Highlight the tak' authenticit  enuring that the tak ha utilit value for tudent o that the ee that the learned content or
kill will e of ue to them eond chool.
Recommendation 3: Incorporate opportunitie for tudent to collaorate in pair or mall group to increae engagement in the tak. In lowtake aement, provide opportunitie for tudent to hare idea, anwer each other' quetion, and engage in ene making. In highertake aement, include opportunitie for tudent to collaorate through a claroom activit that i completed efore launching into
independent work. In addition, ue imulation or context cenario that place tudent in a collaorative etting to create a virtual
collaorative experience.
Recommendation 4: mphaize higher-order thinking kill in the tak  requiring tudent to analze, interpret, and manipulate information
to olve the prolem. In addition, enure that the tak have multiple olution or involve variou olution trategie
Recommendation 5: upport tudent autonom within the tak  providing opportunitie to make choice that are conitent with tudent'
interet. Create open-ended tak that afford tudent cognitive, procedural, and organizational choice.
Recommendation 6: Incorporate elf-check or prompt within the tak to engage tudent in the elf-aement proce. Require tudent
to explain or jutif their anwer or ue reflection quetion o that the engage in metacognitive practice and ae their own learning.
Alternativel, deign the tak uch that the tak' outcome or product will provide an immediate and authentic elf-check to tudent (e.g.,
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Alternativel, deign the tak uch that the tak' outcome or product will provide an immediate and authentic elf-check to tudent (e.g.,
doe the root actuall work? doe the ridge made of traw hold up?).
The development of educational aement doe not have to come at the expene of tudent engagement. Rather, in order to accuratel
meaure deeper learning, we argue that tudent mut e engaged in the aement. Thu, educator and aement developer hould
incorporate engagement trategie into the deign of new aement, epeciall if the aement are to e ued to inform high-take
deciion-making. With the introduction of A, which explicitl pecifie aement proviion uch a performance-aed tak, the time i
ripe for engagement conideration to further the goal of deeper learning for all tudent.
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